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SOLUTION



Searching for a Competitive Edge



Dell OEM helps Google upgrade the hardware platform of the Google Search Appliance to 11th-generation Dell servers, delivering three times the performance of the previous generation



• OEM



Customer PROFILE



Country: United States Industry: Technology Founded: 1998 Number of Employees: 19,786 Web Address: www.google.com Challenge



Retain a competitive edge in the growing market for enterprise search engine technology by upgrading the hardware platform for the Google Search Appliance to achieve higher performance and by streamlining production, branding, distribution, and support to control costs. Solution



The Dell OEM group helps Google integrate 11th-generation Dell™ PowerEdge™ servers into the latest Google Search Appliance products while also handling product manufacturing, shipping, and support. Benefits



Go to Market Faster



• Achieved a competitive edge by rapidly launching a new search appliance and migrating an existing product to the latest Dell hardware • Simplified the processes of designing, branding, configuring, shipping, and supporting the Google Search Appliance around the world Run Your Operations Better



• Produced a new enterprise product that can search three times more documents than an existing product • Minimized customer downtime from days to minutes and reduced the costs for product replacements by using reliable, easily serviceable hardware • Sustained competitive product pricing and remained focused on software innovation by outsourcing processes



Finding corporate documents should be as easy as finding information on the Internet. The global success of the Google Search Appliance suggests that more and more companies are coming to that realization. Still, there is significant room for growth in the market for enterprise search technology.



Grow Your Business Smarter



• Reached new global markets with regulatory help from the Dell OEM group • Prepared to scale enterprise appliance business without scaling costs



The Google Search Appliance Launched in 2002, the Google Search Appliance was created to help organizations of all sizes find internal information as easily as if they were searching the Internet through Google.com. Since 2007, Google has worked with the Dell OEM group to integrate Dell™ PowerEdge™ servers into the Google Search Appliance product line. By working with Dell OEM, Google has been able to deliver strong product performance and reliability while creating a customized appliance with a distinctive look. Today, Google has more than 25,000 enterprise search customers worldwide—more than any other enterprise search vendor.



“By working with Dell, we have significantly reduced the time, resources, and costs required for managing hardware design, branding, software installation, supply chain logistics, worldwide distribution, and replacement service. We can keep our staff small and concentrate on enhancing our search technology.” Frank Kull, head of enterprise manufacturing, Google



To remain a leader in this growing field, Google needs to use hardware that can provide outstanding performance. Dell PowerEdge servers have met that criterion for several years. Yet with the exponential growth of electronic information within corporations, Google wanted to update its hardware platform so the Google Search Appliance could continue to deliver results rapidly even as the volume of search material expands. “Searching millions of documents and 220 file formats in a matter of seconds is a very compute-intensive process,” says Cyrus Mistry, enterprise product manager at Google. “We need to use the very highest-performance hardware platform for the Google Search Appliance so our customers can find what they need as soon as they need it.” While the Google team wanted to update the hardware platform to increase performance, they did not want to sacrifice any of the reliability of



Dell PowerEdge servers. “Customers quickly come to rely on the Google Search Appliance as a way to optimize worker productivity,” says Frank Kull, head of enterprise manufacturing at Google. “Dell hardware helps to ensure availability of the search engine for users, and provides us with a reliable hardware platform that can help us avoid appliance returns. We wanted to be sure that the upgraded hardware platform could deliver the same level of reliability that we’ve become accustomed to.” By continuing to work with the Dell OEM group, Google can stay focused on its innovative software. “We don’t want to spend our time buying and testing server components, installing software, shipping out products, or providing hardware support,” says Mistry. “Dell OEM is an end-to-end service provider that handles the time- and labor-intensive tasks involved



with producing the Google Search Appliance so we can concentrate on our core business— producing our search engine software.” New Dell servers boost performance for Google appliances With help from the Dell OEM group, the Google team updated the Google Search Appliance product line with 11th-generation Dell servers as soon as they were available. Equipped with the Intel® Xeon® processor 5500 series, the 11th-generation Dell servers can deliver significantly improved processing performance and increased memory throughput compared with previous-generation servers. Google selected the Dell PowerEdge R710 server for the existing Google GB-7007 product, which searches up to 10 million documents, and a new GB-9009 search appliance, which searches



“Dell helped us ensure rapid integration of the 11thgeneration Dell PowerEdge servers into Google Search Appliance products….Potential customers could clearly see our dedication to using cutting-edge technology for our appliances.” Cyrus Mistry, enterprise product manager, Google



up to 30 million documents. The GB-9009 also includes a Dell PowerVault™ MD1000 storage array to provide additional storage capacity for the document index.



business. The manufacturing process controls at Dell have helped to reduce hardware-related returns by approximately four times compared with our previous hardware vendor.”



By moving to the latest-generation Dell server, Google can continue to provide the best processing performance available for its appliances. “With the Intel Xeon processor 5500 series, the Dell PowerEdge R710 server provides the processing performance and memory bandwidth to search documents more quickly, provide results faster, and support higher query load volumes,” says Mistry.



Using reliable hardware has helped minimize the need for replacement service. But if problems do arise, Dell can send out new units quickly. Google now relies on Dell to provide all in-field hardware support. “Dell can typically deliver a replacement appliance within two days. It might take up to three weeks with other vendors,” says Mistry. “That fast replacement means that our customers can continue to be productive with little interruption.”



By working closely with the Dell OEM group, the Google team was able to achieve a smooth migration to the PowerEdge R710. “Dell helped us ensure rapid integration of the 11th-generation Dell PowerEdge servers into Google Search Appliance products,” says Mistry. “The Dell team provided early test units so we could optimize our software for maximum performance and reliability before shipping any appliances. We were very proud to be the first Dell partner to integrate 11thgeneration servers into a product line. Potential customers could clearly see our dedication to using cutting-edge technology for our appliances.” Dell reliability, support, and appliance-inspired design help reduce downtime The new Dell PowerEdge servers continue to provide the quality and reliability that Google and its customers require. “We need to minimize downtime in every way possible,” says Kull. “Dell combines rigorous component testing with strong engineering support to help us deliver a high-quality, reliable product, whether we are shipping to a Fortune 500 company or a small



The appliance-inspired design of the Dell hardware also helps to simplify in-field service at the customer site. “If a component fails, the customer has the option of repairing the server on-site instead of sending it in for a replacement,” says Mistry. “The design of the Dell PowerEdge R710 server and the PowerVault MD1000 array makes it simple for customers to replace a hard drive quickly. We tested that ease of use in-house: I replaced a hard drive in about 15 seconds without having to interrupt live searches in progress. Providing that ease of maintenance helps our customers avoid downtime and enables us to minimize the cost of hardware returns.” Dell OEM provides an end-to-end solution The Google team is very pleased with the new Dell hardware platform, but they are quick to note that Dell is much more than a hardware vendor. “In addition to delivering quality hardware, the Dell OEM group provides a strong, dedicated account team, a solid distribution model, and a flexible supply chain,” says Kull.



HOW IT WORKS Hardware



• Dell™ PowerEdge™ R710 servers with the Intel® Xeon® processor 5500 series • Dell PowerVault™ MD1000 storage array Software



• Google Search Engine Services



• Dell OEM Group –– Dell OEM Custom Branding –– Dell Server Software Integration



“The Dell team has helped us with everything from engineering to logistics. Other vendors just can’t offer that depth of assistance.” The Dell OEM group helps Google simplify the selection of standard hardware models and offers the flexibility to provide custom configurations when necessary. “We present the Dell engineering team with a list of our technical requirements, and they help us determine the best hardware for each appliance model,” says Kull. The Google team also takes advantage of Dell OEM Custom Branding to produce an easily recognizable appliance. “Dell has helped us implement some very unique branding that makes the Google Search Appliance truly stand out in a data center,” says Mistry. “We designed a bright yellow bezel with multiple holes, and of course, the Google logo. The Dell team delivered the look we wanted within our budget.” The Dell OEM group also has proven to be a valuable logistics partner that has helped accelerate the shipping process around the world. “It is a tremendous benefit to have a worldwide OEM partner,” says Mistry. “As soon as we began working with Dell, we were able to reach new geographic areas quickly and with very little effort on our part. Dell handles all of the regulatory requirements and ships directly to customers, wherever they are. Today our international sales are robust, thanks in large part to Dell.” To help plan for the future, the Dell OEM group shares the Dell server road map with the Google team so they can adopt new technologies or capabilities as soon as they are released. “Having access to the Dell server road map helps us



“With the Intel Xeon processor 5500 series, the Dell PowerEdge R710 server provides the processing performance and memory bandwidth to search documents more quickly, provide results faster, and support higher query load volumes.” Cyrus Mistry, enterprise product manager, Google tremendously with product planning,” says Kull. “We can make sure we are offering our customers the latest, greatest technology, and we can achieve seamless transitions from one platform to the next.”



required for managing hardware design, branding, software installation, supply chain logistics, worldwide distribution, and replacement service,” says Kull. “We can keep our staff small and concentrate on enhancing our search technology.”



Google controls costs and bolsters competitive position with Dell OEM Having Dell as an OEM partner has helped Google cut ongoing costs on multiple fronts. “The 11thgeneration Dell PowerEdge servers provide a strong price/performance ratio,” says Kull. “With the Dell PowerEdge R710 server, we can give our customers the search performance they need while keeping our product prices competitive.”



Google is ready to scale As the market for in-house search technology grows, the Dell OEM group can help Google scale its enterprise business easily, without significantly increasing costs. “We believe the enterprise market will continue to grow rapidly as more companies see the productivity gains that can be achieved by deploying search technology in-house,” says Mistry. “By working with Dell, we’re in a strong position to capitalize on that potential. We can deliver familiar and effective Google searches in a reliable, high-performance appliance, and we can quickly increase production, shipping, and support for global customers without having to make major changes or investments in our own enterprise. With Dell, we have a strong partner that can help us retain a competitive edge in a growing market.”



By turning over production and distribution to Dell, the Google team also can avoid the costs of holding appliances in inventory. “The Dell assemble-to-order model has helped us virtually eliminate inventorycarrying costs,” says Kull. “Their rapid production throughput and flexible customization process allows us to turn around orders quickly without the need to hold a lot of finished goods in stock.” At the same time, outsourcing production and support processes helps Google stay lean and focused on innovation. “By working with Dell, we have significantly reduced the time, resources, and costs



For more information on this case study or to read additional case studies, go to DELL.COM/CaseStudies.
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